EDITOR'S CORNER:
Sorry that the newsletter is so late. Things got very busy for us and time slipped away.
Well, the weather is still holding out but, I don't think that will be the case in about a week from now.
MEETINGS:
Meetings are always held on the third Thursday of the month at Shooter's Bar and Restaurant, at 7 p.m.
Unless there is a special event, which would always be announced ahead of time.
NUMBER OF MEMBERS LAST MONTH 24.
MEMBERSHIP DRAWING WON BY KENT KEHUS $10
50/50 DRAWING. DOUG MAEDER OF $39
FIRST FINDS/SPECIAL FINDS. DON ALLWORDEN 2 KNIVES
OLD BUSINESS:
Hunt at Steve Miller's was a success, about 10 people. Thanks to Steve and his mom for organizing the
Hunt and cooking the brats.
NEW BUSINESS:
With the calling cards done, please pass them out to people and Doug Maeder made a motion that when the new
people bring the card to the meeting both the member and the new members names on the back of the card, the club
member wins a silver dollar. All members agreed to the motion.
KENT KEHUS:
About the annual hunt; Raffle team; 30 or more coins needed and more people for the coin raffle and
50/50 drawing.
WEB MASTER TEAM:
Rick Gremler put 1000 pics, over the years of pictures. Go to gallery at the top of the page. Watch the website for the
hunt flier for 2017 and you can print it out.
NEED; someone to take over the monthly task of finds of the month
IS there anyone that you know to come into speak to the club? Let Steve Miller or Kent Kehus know.
MYTREASURESPOT.COM; there is a buddy form.
SPEAKER WAS KENT KEHUS:
Kent demonstrated his back pack by Fisher and the Mine Lab detector that folds up and becomes smaller so it can fit in
the back pack and made larger when you get to the hunt field. Really neat, thanks Kent.
The 20 series would be for kinds and the 40 and 60 series for adults. Worth around $200 to $240 range.
FINDS OF THE MONTH:
PENNY. 1897. Indian. Phil Bender
NICKEL. 1996. DON ALLWORDEN
DIME. 1916 MERCURY. Ray Zastrow
QUARTER. 1984. Austin Bender
DOLLAR. Couldn't read the year. Don Allworden
FOREIGN. Australian 1977 20 cents. Austin Bender
BEST FINDS OF THE MONTH:
SILVER NON-GOLD. ring. Jim Wallner
RELIC/MOST UNUSUAL. Old copper culture. Doug Miller
TOKEN. Crematory tag. Jim Wallner

NON-DETECTABLE. Victoria Secret bag. Diane Kollins
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